Left Foot Accelerators

There are 3 Types of LEFT FOOT ACCELERATORS that can be fitted dependent on the vehicle.

**Left Foot Accelerator Pedal - Flip Up Type**

*The Flip Up Type:* Used for standard fire wall mounted pedals.

Right pedal flips up out of the way, left pedal flips down & vice versa.

**The Fujicon Left Foot Accelerator - Floor Mounted**

*The Fujicon* is a bracket that fits over the existing accelerator pedal. This is used in vehicles that have a floor mounted accelerator pedal.

(ie: some European makes, Volkswagen, BMW, Audi & Mercedes)

*Not all models will have to use this bracket.*

**Fadiel Inversion Accelerator - Floor Mounted**

*The Inversion Accelerator,* also known as the left foot accelerator, provides a simple & cost effective means of operating the accelerator pedal with the left foot.

Quick removal is easy thanks to the release mechanism & can be done by a rotating movement of the accelerator arm.